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Resources for Courses
Being Choosey

Teacher Instructions
This activity looks at exploring “choice architecture”, and whether the number of 
options given to people affects their decision. According to standard neoclassical
economics, the number of choices should not influence the outcome of a rational 
decision maker. Hopefully, this classroom experiment will show that the presentation
of options can and does affect the decisions made by humans.

All of the examples in this resource have been adapted from the experimental work
carried out by Dan Ariely, Ariel Rubinstein, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahnemann.
The outcomes of their experiments are noted at the back of the resource, as an 
additional handout for students.

Running the activity
Split the class into two equal groups – the more students the better, so this could be
something to do across a number of classes (not necessarily economics classes –
any students will do!) or the year group.

Give each student in Group A the question sheet for Group A.

Give each student in Group B the question sheet for Group B.

Ask students to complete the sheet individually and without consulting others. 

Take in the completed sheets.

For Group A, count how many students chose option A or option B for each question.
Jot down the numbers.

For Group B, count how many students chose option A, option B or option C for
each question. Jot down the numbers.

Give students blank copies of the sheets for each of Group A and Group B – ask
them to observe the difference between the sheets. Ask them to predict what they
think the different outcomes could be between the choices of the two groups (if any!)
and why.

Show them the class results of the different groups’ choices.

Take a look at the “real experimenters” sheet at the end of the resource to see what
happened when similar experiments were run on a large scale.
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Group A Question Sheet
1 Suppose your teacher gives you the following choice of a gift that you can

take home.

a A £5 note
b A Parker fountain pen

Which of Option A or Option B would you choose? Option .................

2 You would like to buy a digital camera. You find two options, both made by
the same manufacturer, each with roughly the same price. You have the 
following information – the score awarded to each camera by a professional
photography magazine and the number of megapixels in the camera.

a Model A has a score of 9.1 and has 6 megapixels
b Model B has a score of 8.3 and has 8 megapixels

Which of Model A or Model B would you choose? Model .................

3 You keep looking for digital cameras after deciding against both models
in question 2. Now you find the following cameras, both of which you like.

a Camera A priced at £170
b The more sophisticated Camera B priced at £240

Which camera would you choose? Camera .................

4 As a good economics student, you decide to take out a subscription to the
Economist. On the Economist’s subscription webpage you see the following
subscription options.

a Subscription A – digital only access £59 per year
b Subscription B – print and digital access £125 per year

Which subscription package, A or B, would you choose? 

Subscription .................
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Group B Question Sheet
1 Suppose your teacher gives you the following choice of a gift that you can

take home.
a A £5 note
b A Parker fountain pen
c A plastic Bic ballpoint pen

Which of Option A, Option B or Option C would you choose? 

Option .................

2 You would like to buy a digital camera. You find two options, both made by
the same manufacturer, each with roughly the same price. You have the 
following information – the score awarded to each camera by a professional
photography magazine and the number of megapixels in the camera.
a Model A has a score of 9.1 and has 6 megapixels
b Model B has a score of 8.3 and has 8 megapixels
c Model C has a score of 8.1 and 7 megapixels

Which of Model A, Model B or Model C would you choose? 

Model .................

3 You keep looking for digital cameras after deciding against both models
in question 2. Now you find the following cameras, both of which you like.
a Camera A priced at £170
b The more sophisticated Camera B priced at £240
c The incredibly sophisticated Camera C priced at £470

Which camera would you choose? Camera .................

4 As a good economics student, you decide to take out a subscription to the
Economist. On the Economist’s subscription webpage you see the following
subscription options.

a Subscription A – digital only access £59 per year
b Subscription B – print and digital access £125 per year
c Subscription C – print and digital access £125 per year

Which subscription package, A, B or C would you choose? 

Subscription .................
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Real Experimental Outcomes
The choices that you faced in your choosing activity were the same choices
put to participants in large-scale behavioural science experiments by 
well-known researchers. Here are the findings of their experiments.

Question 1
Suppose your teacher gives you the following choice of a gift that you can take home. 

a A £5 note
b A Parker fountain pen
c A plastic Bic ballpoint pen  – the additional option for Group B 

This experiment was carried out by the researchers Tversky and Simonson. In their 
experiment with Group A (i.e. 2 choices) 64% chose the money and 36% chose the
pen. When the options expanded to include an inferior plastic pen the % who chose
the high quality pen rose to 46%. 

Question 2
You would like to buy a digital camera. You find two options, both made by the same
manufacturer, each with roughly the same price. You have the following information –
the score awarded to each camera by a professional photography magazine and the
number of megapixels in the camera.

a Model A has a score of 9.1 and has 6 megapixels
b Model B has a score of 8.3 and has 8 megapixels
c Model C has a score of 8.1 and 7 megapixels  – the additional option for Group B

This experiment was carried out on the Economics Fables website of Ariel Rubinstein.
When presented with all 3 options, 65% of participants chose Model B, just 1% chose
Model C and the remainder chose Model A. When only Model A and Model B were 
presented as options, the number choosing Model B actually fell to 53%. 

Question 3
You keep looking for digital cameras after deciding against all models in question 2.
Now you find the following cameras, all of which you like.

a Camera A priced at £170
b The more sophisticated Camera B priced at £240
c The incredibly sophisticated Camera C priced at £470 - the additional option 

for Group B 

This experiment is a variation on that in Question 2, and was conducted by Shafir, 
Simonson and Tversky. They found that when they added in Option C, the % choosing
Option B rose considerably, compared with the situation when participants were 
presented with merely options A and B.
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Question 4
As a good economics student, you decide to take out a subscription to the Economist.
On the Economist’s subscription webpage you see the following subscription options. 

a Subscription A – digital only access £59 per year
b Subscription B – print only access £125 per year - the additional option 

for Group B
c Subscription C – print and digital access £125 per year 

This is one of Dan Ariely’s well known experiments. He asked 100 of his students at
MIT to participate. When presented with all 3 options. 16 students chose option a and
the remainder chose option C – none chose option B. However, when option B was 
removed, 68% chose the digital only subscription and only 32% chose the print-
and-digital option. At first glance, option B seems ridiculous but its inclusion alters 
the decisions that subscribers make.
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